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Abstract:
Marginalized peoples continue to lack representation in academia, and in reaction, often we turn to popular culture in order to see ourselves reflected back to us. In this collection, I am striving to push language and poetic traditions by utilizing popular culture to create new entry points. To craft access points for myself and readers, I am working in personal codes such as art, music, celebrity, & television. Furthermore, using pop culture in my writing produces unique, individual expressions of self.

A portion of ¡POP! GOES THE POETRY! is a series of letters to Dorothy Gale, an attempt to convince her to escape the asylum and return to Oz with the speaker. These letters engage in the lesbian continuum, as described by poet and theorist Adrienne Rich. In this collection, I employ contemporary pop culture scholarship and criticism, celebrity, music, art, and television as conduits to topics such as sexuality, gender, race, and class. Though poetry is often considered an inaccessible “high art,” I am writing to create a space that values both Keats and Kanye.
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